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Abstract: The validation of structural health monitoring (SHM) systems for aircraft is complicated by
the extent and number of factors that the SHM system must demonstrate for robust performance.
Therefore, a time- and cost-efficient method for examining all of the sensitive factors must be
conducted. In this paper, we demonstrate the utility of using the simulation modeling environment
to determine the SHM sensitive factors that must be considered for subsequent experiments, in order
to enable the SHM validation. We demonstrate this concept by examining the effect of SHM system
configuration and flaw characteristics on the response of a signal from a known piezoelectric wafer
active sensor (PWAS) in an aluminum plate, using simulation models of a particular hot spot.
We derive the signal responses mathematically and through the statistical design of experiments,
we determine the significant factors that affect the damage indices that are computed from the signal,
using only half the number of runs that are normally required. We determine that the transmitter
angle is the largest source of variation for the damage indices that are considered, followed by
signal frequency and transmitter distance to the hot spot. These results demonstrate that the use of
efficient statistical design and simulation may enable a cost- and time-efficient sequential approach to
quantifying sensitive SHM factors and system validation.
Keywords: structural health monitoring; validation; Lamb waves; finite elements; rivet holes;
crack detection

1. Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM) systems are automated methods for determining the change
in the integrity of a mechanical system [1]. For aircraft, SHM systems would ideally comprise
of embedded sensors working autonomously to provide an in situ, real-time assessment of the
structural health. The current assessment of U.S. Air Force airframes is maintained through the Aircraft
Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) [2]. The Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) utilizes an
inspection process that includes the potential for the use of SHM systems to detect damage, which
better aligns with the 2008 Department of Defense (DoD) implemented Condition-Based Maintenance
Plus (CBM+) policy, which seeks to decrease the maintenance burden by moving the assessment
towards condition-based, rather than schedule-based approaches [3]. The SHM system, though,
must be validated as required by ASIP. It is the center of discussion in many communities, since the
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process for SHM system validation remains a complex barrier for the implementation of such systems
for on board damage detection.
The validation of SHM systems is multi-faceted and compounded by the numerous conditions
and variables, for which the SHM system must demonstrate reliable performance to specification.
These include factors related to the following: (1) the non-destructive evaluation (NDE) method
(here, it is the configuration of the SHM system itself, with respect to the sensing method utilized and
its associated algorithms and models for assessment); (2) the part geometry, material, and condition;
and (3) flaw characteristics, including location and orientation [4], as well as varying environmental
and operating conditions.
In order to validate the SHM system for all of these categories of factors, performing tests
effectively, reliably, and simultaneously on real structures is seemingly infeasible and impractical,
because of time, money, and other physical constraints. Therefore, we advocate that work that serves
this purpose must begin in simulation and laboratory environments. Factors that can be accurately
and mathematically computed may be studied under varying conditions to determine their effect on
the SHM response. Those factors that the SHM response is most sensitive to must be considered in all
SHM validation analyses, whereas other factors that are not influential on the SHM response need
not be.
Indeed, many researchers have started to examine these factors using various methods, including
sensitivity analyses, as well as varying factors and model-assisted approaches, with the goal of
validating SHM systems for use in real (aircraft) structures [5–19]. However, factors are either still
examined individually rather than simultaneously, or many assumptions regarding the SHM system
configuration and processing are fixed, so that the results are focused on the end measures—such
as the SHM system validation metric, known as the probability of detection. The results from these
studies are useful. However, if the design considerations or damage indices used for detection are
changed, how does this affect the response? The SHM system is not only subject to the detection
modality, but also to the configuration, choice of damage index from signal processing, and the
environmental and load constraints. How do we know which parameters of the system design and
application—from sensor choice, to the environment, to estimating of the probability of detection—was
the sensitive or non-sensitive parameter(s) that could detect the damage robustly across all of the
intended applications?
Therefore, we advocate for a sequential, model-assisted approach towards the validation of the
SHM systems combined with the efficient statistical designs of the experiments, in order to reduce
the burden of the SHM system validation. This is achieved by simultaneously examining a number
of parameters while also reserving resources, to more deeply address the sources of variation that
are the most influential on the SHM response, in subsequent experiments. In particular, we suggest
that sensitivity on the SHM response begins, for example, with the basic design configuration and
determination of what parameters, with respect to the design and possible damage indices, are the
most sensitive and the most robust for the application. This information can then be used to inform
subsequent experiments, which then seek to examine other factors, and finally, testing those factors
experienced in the operational environment.
In this paper, we demonstrate the utility of using the simulation modeling environment
to determine the SHM sensitive factors that must be considered in subsequent experiments.
We demonstrate this concept by first examining the effect of the SHM system configuration and
flaw location on the response of a signal from a known piezoelectric wafer active sensor (PWAS) in
an aluminum plate. Mathematically, we derive the signal responses and, using statistical design of
experiments (DOE), determine the statistically significant factors of the SHM system configuration and
flaw locations that affect the features or damage indices that are computed from the signal. The amount
of variation in the observed damage index, which is attributable to each factor, is quantified and used
to identify the damage index exhibiting the most sensitivity to the system design factors and the factors
exhibiting the greatest effect on the SHM system response.
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As a secondary aim, we demonstrate that these results are obtainable using half of the required
number of experimental runs, by invoking an efficient statistical design, namely, the half-fraction
factorial. The comparison of the results between the full and reduced (half-fraction) experiment
demonstrate the usefulness of this statistical design. The results from this work will demonstrate a
method to examine a (large) number of factors affecting the SHM response simultaneously, using half
of the required data runs so as to reduce the experimental burden and build a sequential approach
to quantifying the sensitivity of the SHM system to all observable factors, in order to enable a
demonstration of the system validation.
2. Materials and Methods
We sought to simultaneously quantify the effect of various factors related to the SHM system
configuration and flaw location on the SHM response, and in so doing, those factors important for
crack detection. We conducted this portion of the SHM validation in a cost- and time-efficient manner,
within the simulation environment. We first described the SHM modeling environment and then the
structure of the designed experiment from which the simulation data were analyzed.
2.1. Numerical Modeling of SHM Signals
This work assumed the scenario of hot spot monitoring, in which guided Lamb waves traveling
through an aluminum alloy 2024-T3 plate were used to detect damage that stemmed from the growth
of butterfly cracks from a rivet hole. In many applications of guided waves that were to detect and
predict crack growth, the SHM configurations and flaw locations were fixed. Although the usefulness
of guided waves was exemplified [6–9], the sensitivity of the response (detection) to the configuration
was not explored. As a result of part geometry, it was not always possible to replicate the same
configuration in real-world use. Therefore, this experiment to determine which aspects of the SHM
configuration were most sensitive to the detection, was warranted.
The numerical modeling included the following assumptions about the hot spot monitoring
scenario: Firstly, the sensors and transducers that were employed were piezoelectric wafer active
sensors (PWAS), whose usefulness for damage detection of rivet holes had been examined [20–23].
We assumed that the transmission medium was an infinite homogeneous thin plate of aluminum
(2024-T3), with a constant thickness of 1.6 mm and a density of 2780 kg/m3 . All of the defects were
invariant in the z-direction, thus, the rivet hole and damage were uniform from the top of the plate to
the bottom of the plate. Emergent cracks were symmetric and appeared on diametrically opposing
sides of the rivet hole with equal lengths on both sides. Flaw size was defined as the combined lengths
of the cracks from both sides of the hole. Finally, cracks were modeled as infinitely thin, straight
notches, with no wave propagation through the crack faces.
The initial SHM configuration is shown in Figure 1. The transmitting sensor would send out a
Lamb wave with a particular frequency. When the wave hit the damage location, the damage location
acted as a new wave course. The received signal at the receiver (R-PWAS) was comprised of two
parts: the direct incident waves from the transmitting sensor (T-PWAS) and the scattered waves from
the damage source. We employed the finite element method (FEM) to solve for the scattered waves
from the damage source. As shown in Figure 1, R-PWAS was fixed at 15 mm from the rivet hole.
The location of the T-PWAS (distance from rivet hole to excitation) was allowed to vary, as was the
T-PWAS incidence angle to the damage (θ), in addition to PWAS size. Similarly, although R-PWAS was
a fixed distance, the incidence angle to the damage was also allowed to vary (ϕ), as was the Lamb
wave frequency. Finally, we also allowed the flaw size to vary, creating six different factors to examine
that were associated with the SHM configuration and flaw size.
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boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2c. There were two nodes disbanded along the crack faces
in order to simulate a crack. The detail of the crack modeling was illustrated by the authors of [22].
The boundary conditions were applied along the loading line. The Lamb wave stress mode shapes
were converted into nodal forces and then applied at the nodes, in order to generate the desired Lamb
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Figure 2. Computational domain of the rivet hole for the finite element method (FEM): (a) overall
FEM model; (b) zoomed in at the damage region (there are two nodes disbanded along the crack);
FEM model; (b) zoomed in at the damage region (there are two nodes disbanded along the crack);
and (c) boundary conditions applied along the loading line, where the stress mode shapes were
converted into the nodal force that was applied at each node.
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2.2. Experimental Factors and Damage Indices
There were six factors that were varied for this experiment—namely, the transmitter angle,
receiver angle, frequency, sensor size, distance to excitation, and flaw size—each at two fixed settings.
The levels of each of the factors are provided in Table 1 and were chosen based upon experience and
previous results [22]. Comparisons of the combined levels for each factor resulted in a total of 26 = 64
experimental design settings from which to recover signals for both the flaw state and baseline (signals
that were the result of a plate with a rivet hole containing no crack). The signal output was measured
as the vertical displacement (in nanometers) at the receiver location. An average analysis window size
of 40 microseconds was used in order to compute damage indices. We chose to examine three common
and simple damage indices, all of which were relative to the baseline signal, namely: a correlation
coefficient, the sum of squared deviation, and the difference in peak amplitude. The damage index for
the correlation coefficient (DIcc) (ρ) was given as follows:
1−ρ = 1−

"Z

tmax
tmin

s
f (t) g(t)dt/

Z tmax
tmin

s
f 2 (t)dt

Z tmax
tmin

!#
g2 (t)dt

(1)

where f and g represent the baseline and damage signals within the time window [tmin , tmax ]. The Sum
of squared deviations (sqdev) compares the baseline (f ) and damage (g) signals and is computed for
the discretized observed signal values as follows:

( g(t) − f (t))
∑ ttmax
min

2

(2)

As the window size was fixed, the sum of squared deviations provided the same information
as the mean squared deviation. Finally, the difference in peak amplitude (diffPA) was computed by
taking the difference in the maximum amplitudes between the two signals within the analysis window.
Table 1. Experimental factors and levels.
Label

Factor

Generic Level

Specific Values

A

Transmitter Angle, θ

Low
High

9◦
27◦

B

Receiver Angle, ϕ

Low
High

5◦
20◦

C

Frequency

Low
High

200 kHz
550 kHz

D

Sensor Size

Low
High

5 mm
7 mm

E

Distance between Excitation
and Damage Site

Low
High

150 mm
250 mm

F

Flaw Size

Low
High

0.64 mm
3.20 mm

2.3. Statistical Experimental Design and Analysis Methods
The six factors were varied, each at two levels generically referred to as “high” and “low”,
for a total of 64 experimental runs: one for each combination of high and low levels across all of
the six factors. The baseline signal was computed separately for for 25 experimental configurations
(all factor levels of Table 1, except for flaw size). Table 2 provides the settings for each of these 64 runs.
These settings were specifically chosen so as to utilize an efficient design of the experiments, namely,
the 2k factorial design (here k = 6 for six factors and 2 indicated that each factor was assessed at
two different levels). One of the efficiencies of this design was in its ability to test the factor level
combinations through a reduced number of experiments, namely, half or even one-fourth of the
number of experiments. Therefore, the goal of this experiment was twofold. Firstly, we demonstrated
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the sensitivity for each of the three damage indices to the various SHM design settings, using the full
factorial design (26 runs), and secondly, we conducted the analysis on a fractional factorial design
using half of the number of runs (26−1 ) and compared the findings. If the statistical design was efficient,
we should have seen comparable results between the full design (26 experimental runs) and the design
used that half of the number of runs (26−1 = 32 experimental runs). The factorial design that used half
of the number of runs was called the half-fraction factorial design.
Table 2. Low (L) and high (H) factor level settings for the 26 experimental runs.
Run
1
2
3
4
...
63
64

A

B

C

D

E

F

Transmitter Angle

Receiver Angle

Frequency

Sensor Size

Distance to Excitation

Flaw Size

L
H
L
H
...
H
H

L
L
H
H
...
H
H

L
L
L
L
...
H
H

L
L
L
L
...
H
H

L
L
L
L
...
H
H

L
L
L
L
...
L
H

The actual values that were used for the High (H) and Low (L) settings are given in Table 1.

2.3.1. Full Factorial Design
The signals for the baseline and each of the experimental runs were generated as previously
described and the three damage indices were computed. The statistical analysis was conducted
using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine which effects were statistically significant.
Any significant interaction effects were examined using Bonferroni-adjusted multiple comparisons,
and plotted for interpretation. A significant interaction between two factors would indicate that the
effect of the first factor, for example the transmitter angle, on the damage index depended on the level
of a second factor, for example the frequency. Since there were six factors in this analysis, there was the
potential for all six of the factors to interact, thereby producing a six-way interaction as well as a five-,
four-, three-, and two-way interaction between the factors.
To assure that the modeling assumptions that were required by the ANOVA technique were met,
each damage index was examined for normality, using the Shapiro–Wilks test [27], and the variance
was examined. All three damage indices failed the test for normality. Therefore, each damage index
(DIcc, sqdev, and diffPA) was transformed using the natural log (ln) (labelled as lnDIcc, lnsqdev,
and lndiffPA, respectively) prior to conducting any analysis. Since there was only one run per
experimental setting, conducting a formal statistical analysis was complicated, because we had no
duplicate runs with which to estimate (random) error. That is, once the estimating effects for all six main
factors—namely, 15 two-way, 20 three-way, 15 four-way, 6 five-way, and 1 six-way interaction(s)—there
were no degrees of freedom to estimate error, and therefore, there was no estimate of mean square error
to perform statistical testing. Subsequently, in order to estimate the error in the ANOVA, we applied
the commonly used sparsity of effects principle [28] and assumed that any five- or six-way interactions
were negligible, in order to provide degrees of freedom for error.
Furthermore, we used normal probability plots of the factor effects in order to identify any
potentially significant effects and to ensure that any possible higher order interactions (in this case,
two- or three-way interactions) would not be missed [29]. The normal probability plot leveraged
the modeling assumptions of the ANOVA in order to plot the overall effect of each factor against
its expected value under normality. In the ANOVA, the random error was expected to be normally
distributed with a mean of zero and a variance of σ2 . Therefore, the observed factor effects were
assumed to be normally distributed and the specific values that were observed were used to compute
a (empirically) cumulative normal probability. This was achieved by ordering the observed values
from smallest to largest and estimating the cumulative normal probability for the ith ordered effect as
the (i − 0.5)/n quantile of the normal distribution, where n denoted the number of effects. Factors with
small effects would lie along a straight line within the plot. Factors with large effects on the response
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would deviate substantially away from the other plotted factors. The use of the normal probability plot
allowed us to use modeling assumptions to not only identify large, potentially significant effects, but to
identify those effects that were essentially negligible (near zero effect), in order to use these small effects
to estimate error. The use of the word “effect” was both colloquial and statistically specific. A factor’s
effect was estimated by a linear combination of the observed responses from all of the experimental
runs. In essence, for a particular factor, for example the transmitter angle, we would add the observed
responses for all of the runs, where the transmitter angle was set to high, and subtract the observed
responses for all of those runs in which the transmitter angle was set to low. This linear combination
was then divided by (n2k −1 ) to get an estimate of the factor’s (average) effect. The standard DOE
textbook explains these calculations and how to efficiently compute these effects for all factors and
interactions [29].
Therefore, all assumptions of potentially negligible higher order interactions and negligible lower
order interactions, and the main effects, were visually confirmed through normal probability plots
prior to conducting the ANOVA. Finally, all statistical analyses assumed an inference wise Type I error
rate of 0.05.
2.3.2. Half-Fraction Factorial Design
Fractional factorial designs had specific structures that allowed comparable inference while
conducting a reduced number of experimental runs [29]. However, in order to reduce the number
of runs, aliasing, among the factors, and interactions in the fractional factorial design occurred.
Aliasing in statistical designs occurred when several effects (of main factors or factor interactions) were
estimated simultaneously and therefore could not be disassociated. In other words, the effects were
confounded together. This confounding occurred mathematically as a result of the reduced number
of runs. This was because, when using only a fraction of the required number of experimental runs,
the linear combination of the high and low levels that were used to compute the factor effects became
duplicative for two different factors/interactions when using half of the runs, and duplicative for
more than two factors/interactions when using less than half of the runs. That is, these linear
combinations were unique when using all of the experimental runs in a full factorial design, but with
fewer runs completed, they would produce equivalent estimates for certain factors/interactions
in designs of reduced runs. In other words, if you only performed a fraction of the factor level
combinations, then you would lose some information about these factors or their interactions.
Therefore, when confounded, a significant effect that was found might have been attributable to any
of the factors that were aliased together; the model and statistical design were unable to disassociate
the factors because of the reduced number of runs that were performed. Depending on which
runs were performed, and which were not, the effects that became confounded together were
determined. However, there were special fractional factorial designs in which confounding might
have been mathematically designed, such that the effects of interest were not aliased with each other,
and ideally, only aliased with higher order interactions. Such interactions were deemed negligible to
the experimenter. In this manner, if there was a significant effect found, it was likely attributable to
the effect of interest and not to the (negligible) higher-order interaction. For instance, say the effect
of transmitter angle (A) was confounded with the five-way interaction between receiver angle (B),
frequency (C), sensor size (D), distance to excitation, and flaw size. Then, if found statistically
significant, we might have concluded that this effect was significant, primarily because of the influence
of the transmitter angle and not from the aliased five-way interaction. There were many ways to create
the aliasing when reducing the number of experimental runs in a factorial design. The ability of a
fractional factorial design to alias the main factors with higher order interactions was classified by
design resolution.
For instance, in this analysis we conducted the 26 factorial experiment for a second time using
only half of the number of runs, that is, in only 26−1 = 25 number of runs. This design was called a
half-fraction factorial design, since we were only using 32 of the 64 required runs to examine every
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high/low combination of all of the six factors. This meant that there would be confounding, in which
two factors/interactions would mathematically produce the same exact effect when calculated from
the observed responses. However, by deliberately picking 32 of the 64 experimental configurations
to run, we accomplished what is called a resolution VI design, in which the factors of interest to us
were estimated separately and not aliased (or confounded) together. A resolution VI design for our
experiment meant that each main effect (A through F) was aliased with specific five-way interactions
(which we deemed as negligible by the sparsity of effects principle); two-way interactions were
aliased with four-way interactions (also likely negligible as a higher order interaction); and three-way
interactions were aliased with each other. Therefore, if a main effect, such as transmitter angle (A),
was significant, although it was aliased with the five-way interaction—between receiver angle,
frequency, sensor size, distance to excitation and flaw size (BCDEF)—we attributed the effect to
that of the transmitter angle (A) rather than the complex, five-way interaction (BCDEF). The alias
structure for our resolution VI half-fraction factorial design is listed in Table 3. The statistical analysis
included the same steps as for the full factorial analysis, although now the normal probability plots and
resulting ANOVA were conducted on 32 runs instead of 64. For this portion of the analysis, the goal
was to determine whether the main sources of variation in the SHM configuration could be identified
with half of the required experimental runs. If this is achievable, this reduced design would result in a
significant savings with respect to time and cost in the SHM validation.
Table 3. Aliased effects in the 26−1 resolution VI half-fraction factorial design.
Factors for the Half-Fraction Factorial Design (and Associated Aliased Factor)
A = BCDEF
B = ACDEF
C = ABDEF
D = ABDEF
E = ABCDF
F = ABCDE

AB = CDEF
AC = BDEF
AD = BCEF
AE = BCDF
AF = BCDE
BC = ADEF

BD = ACEF
BE = ACDF
BF = ACDE
CD = ABEF
CE = ABDF
CF = ABDE

DE = ABCF
DF = ABCE
EF = ABCD

ABC = DEF
ABD = CEF
ABE = CDF
ABF = CDE
ACD = BEF
ACE = BDF

ACF = BDE
ADE = BCF
ADF = BCE
AEF = BCD

A—transmitter angle; B—receiver angle; C—frequency; D—sensor size; E—excitation distance; F—flaw size.

3. Results
We divided the results into two subsections in order to describe the factors for which there were
significant differences among the damage indices, as determined through the full factorial design and,
secondly, to demonstrate the feasibility of using the half-fraction factorial design to determine the
significant sources of variation.
3.1. SHM Configuration Factors Producing the Most Variation in the SHM Response (Damage Index)
Figure 3 shows the normal probability plots for lnDIcc, lnsqdev, and lndiffPA in the full factorial
design of 64 runs. Recall that this plot visually demonstrates the probability that is associated with
the observed effect on the response for each of the factors and interactions under the modeling
assumptions that are associated with the ANOVA. Those factors that had small/negligible effects
hovered around the effect size of zero and fell along a straight line in the normal probability plot.
Effects that were labeled in Figure 3 (using labels from Table 1) denoted reasonably large effects and
were located farther away from the line. Overall, the factors that had the largest effects varied by the
damage index that was chosen for the detection of damage. Across all three of the damage indices,
the transmitter angle (A) appeared to have the largest absolute effect (Figure 3). The negative effect
that was estimated for transmitter angle in each of the damage indices indicated that the observed
damage index was generally higher for the low setting of the transmitter angle than for the high setting.
In other words, the observed response for each of the damage indices was larger at a lower transmitter
angle. The distance to the excitation (E) also had a reasonably large effect for both lnDIcc and lnsqdev,
however, it did not have a large effect on lndiffPA. There were no large interaction effects for lnDIcc,
but lnsqdev appeared to be sensitive to the combined levels of the transmitter angle and frequency
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Those effects that were identified as large through the normal probability plots in Figure 3,
were used in ANOVA to determine whether or not these effects were statistically significant. The other,
smaller effects, whether from main factors such as sensor size (D) or from interactions, were used to
estimate the error. Note also, that if any interaction terms were found to be statistically significant,
then the associated main effects and lower order interactions were also kept in the model in order to
follow proper statistical methods. The resulting ANOVA table sums of squares, degrees of freedom (df),
p-values, and model R2 value can be found in Table 4. For lnDIcc, the main effects of the transmitter
angle (A), frequency (C), and distance to excitation (E) were all statistically significant (p-values <0.0001,
<0.0001, and 0.0002, respectively). The R2 value for the model that contained the transmitter angle (A),
frequency (C), and distance to excitation (E) was 0.97 (model RMSE = 0.8125). This meant that 97%
of the variability in lnDIcc could be explained by the transmitter angle, frequency, and distance to
excitation, which was used in the SHM configuration. A smaller (9◦ ) transmitter angle resulted in a
higher damage index than a larger (27◦ ) transmitter angle, based on the correlation coefficient. Similarly,
a higher (550 kHz) frequency resulted in a higher DIcc, than a lower (200 kHz) frequency did, as did
a shorter distance between the excitation and transmitter. Plots of these effects and their associated
95% confidence intervals are given in Figure 4 by the levels of each factor. Figure 4 demonstrates
that altering the transmitter angle in the SHM configuration had the largest effect on DIcc, such that
the larger DIcc values could be invoked by the use of smaller transmitter angles. In configurations
where the transmitter angle was larger, only smaller values of DIcc were observed. However, a larger
frequency and shorter distance between the excitation and transmitter increased the observed DIcc,
even if a smaller transmitter angle was required because of the physical constraints of the application.
Table 4. Full factorial design ANOVA model and R2 results by each damage index.
Factor
A
B
C
E
AE
AC
AB
BC
ABC
Error
Total
R2
RMSE

lnDIcc

lnsqdev

lndiffPA

Sums of Squares

df

p-Value

Sums of Squares

df

p-Value

Sums of Squares

df

p-Value

1166.46
21.81
10.68
39.61
1238.56
0.9680
0.8125

1
1
1
60
63

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0002
-

1518.10
38.05
54.86
10.85
41.97
36.23
1700.07
0.9787
0.7903

1
1
1
1
1
58
63

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
-

164.57
12.18
3.22
23.58
24.96
0.14
24.01
71.66
324.25
0.7790
1.1312

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
56
63

<0.0001
0.0030
0.1180
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.7440
<0.0001

A—transmitter angle; B—receiver angle; C—frequency; D—sensor size; E—excitation distance; F—flaw size;
df—degrees of freedom; lnDIcc—natural log of the correlation coefficient damage index; lnsqdev—natural log of
the sum of squared deviation; lndiffPA—natural log of the difference in peak amplitude.

For lnsqdev, there were two, two-way interactions that were significant (Table 4), namely,
the transmitter angle with frequency (AC, p-value < 0.0001) and the transmitter angle with distance to
excitation (AE, p-value < 0.0001). Thus, the sum of the squared deviations between the observed and
baseline signals depended on the combined levels of the transmitter angle and frequency, as well as the
combined level of the transmitter angle with distance to excitation. The R2 value for this model was 0.98,
which indicated that 98% of the variability in the sum of squared deviation could be explained by the
transmitter angle, frequency, interaction between transmitter angle and frequency, distance to excitation
and the interaction between transmitter angle, and the distance to the excitation (model RMSE = 0.7903).
Figure 5 shows plots of the effects on lnsqdev and their associated 95% confidence intervals, for both
the transmitter angle/distance to excitation interaction and the transmitter angle/frequency interaction.
At smaller transmitter angles, increasing the distance to the excitation had a smaller effect on lnsqdev
than at larger transmitter angles, for which increasing the distance to excitation had a much larger
effect, resulting in a smaller lnsqdev value (Figure 5a). In contrast, when the frequency was increased
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(model RMSE = 0.7903). Figure 5 shows plots of the effects on lnsqdev and their associated 95%
confidence intervals, for both the transmitter angle/distance to excitation interaction and the
transmitter angle/frequency interaction. At smaller transmitter angles, increasing the distance to the
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angle (9°), there was a larger drop in lnsqdev than when the frequency was increased at the larger
transmitter angle (27°), as shown in Figure 5b.
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For lndiffPA, the three-way interaction between the transmitter angle, receiver angle,
and frequency was significant (Table 4, factor ABC, p-value < 0.0001), indicating that the difference in
peak amplitude between the observed signal and the baseline signal were dependent on the combined
levels of the transmitter angle, receiver angle, and frequency. This model exhibited the lowest R2 value
out of all of the damage indices having been examined with only 78% of the variability in the difference
in peak amplitude being explained by the combined levels of the transmitter angle, receiver angle,
and the frequency used (model RMSE = 1.1312). Furthermore, lndiffPA was the only damage index
examined that was sensitive to the receiver angle and was not sensitive to the distance to excitation.
For none of these damage indices was the sensor size or flaw size a major contributor to the response.
The three-way interaction for lndiffPA is plotted in Figure 5 across two graphs: one in which the
patterns of the combined levels of transmitter angle and frequency are plotted by the lower receiver
angle of 5 degrees (Figure 5c) and one in which the patterns of the combined levels of transmitter angle
and frequency are plotted by the higher receiver angle of 20 degrees (Figure 5d). It should be noted that,
at the lower receiver angle, a higher frequency created a larger difference in lndiffPA, regardless of
the transmitter angle, yet a smaller transmitter angle produced a larger lndiffPA response. However,
this trend did not hold at larger receiver angles. Instead of the transmitter angle having a dramatic,
decreasing effect on the response with larger angles, when the frequency was increased to 550 kHz at a
receiver angle of 20 degrees, the effects of the transmitter angle were mitigated, producing a similarly
sized response in lndiffPA, regardless of the transmitter angle (Shown in Figure 5d). The difference in
the patterns between the lower and higher receiver angles demonstrated how the response for lndiffPA
could be larger even for a higher transmitter angle, provided the receiver angle and frequency for the
excitation in the SHM configuration were also larger.
3.2. SHM Configuration Factors Identified through the Half-Fraction Factorial Design
Figure 6 provides the normal probability plots for lnDIcc, lnsqdev, and lndiffPA in the half-fraction
factorial design using only 32 runs. Once again, effects that are labeled (using labels from Table 1)
denote reasonably large effects. As previously mentioned, the five-way interactions were aliased with
main effects and the two-way interactions were aliased with four-way interactions (Table 3). For lnDIcc,
the main effects for (A) the transmitter angle, (C) frequency, and (E) distance to excitation, appeared
large and were worth exploring, which was consistent with the full factorial design. As previously
mentioned, five-way interactions were aliased with the main effects, but were considered negligible.
Therefore, we attributed the large effects in the normal probability plot for lnDIcc in the half-fraction
factorial to that of the main effects instead of the associated five-way interaction. This finding was
confirmed when running the ANOVA, as the runs included in the half-fraction factorial (Table 5).
(A) The transmitter angle, (C) frequency, and (E) distance to excitation were all significantly related
to lnDIcc (p-values < 0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0065, respectively). Consistent with the full factorial design,
the model R2 value was 0.97 (RMSE = 0.8993).
Similarly, for the half-fraction factorial design, the main effects of transmitter angle (A), frequency
(C) and distance to excitation (E) as well as the two-way interactions of transmitter angle with frequency
(AC) and transmitter angle with distance to excitation (AE) appear large in the normal probability plot
for lnsqdev (Figure 6). Here in the half-fraction factorial, the two-way interactions are aliased with
the four-way interactions. However, we assume that the higher order interactions are negligible and
once again, attribute the larger effects to the two-way interactions instead. The results for lnsqdev
in the half-fraction factorial (Table 5) are also analogous to that from the full factorial design and
the ANOVA conducted on these 32 runs resulted in a comparable R2 = 0.97 (RMSE = 0.9992) with
significant p-values for the transmitter angle/distance to excitation interaction (p-value = 0.0039),
transmitter angle/frequency interaction (p-value = 0.0019).
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Table 5. Half-fraction factorial design ANOVA model and results by each damage index.
Factor

lnDIcc

lnsqdev

lndiffPA

Sums of Squares

df

p-Value

Sums of Squares

df

p-Value

Sums of Squares

df

p-Value

608.68
14.80
7.00
22.64
653.12
0.9653
0.8993

1
1
1
28
31

<0.0001
0.0002
0.0065
-

834.34
15.86
23.45
5.96
6.37
25.96
911.93
0.9736
0.9992

1
1
1
1
1
26
31

<0.0001
0.0016
<0.0001
0.0039
0.0019

117.51
64.16
181.67
0.6468
1.4642

1
30
31

<0.0001
-

A
C
E
AE
AC
Error
Total
R2
RMSE

A—transmitter angle; B—receiver angle; C—frequency; D—sensor size; E—excitation distance; F—flaw size;
df—degrees of freedom; lnDIcc—natural log of the correlation coefficient damage index; lnsqdev—natural log of
the sum of squared deviation; lndiffPA—natural log of the difference in peak amplitude.

Finally, we notice some differences with respect to the significant factors apparent in the normal
probability plot for lndiffPA from the half-fraction factorial (Figure 6). First, the six-way interaction
appears to have the largest effect, yet because of our assumptions, we will not focus on modeling this
interaction. Instead, we examine the remainder of the plot and notice that transmitter angle has the
most noticeable negative effect (Figure 6). The other effects do not seem overly large, although the
only two other effects over 1.0 are noted: the interaction of transmitter angle with receiver angle (AB)
and with frequency (AC). However, consistent with the full factorial design, the error in this model is
larger and effects in the normal probability plot are less pronounced. Examining the resulting ANOVA
from this half-fraction design for lndiffPA using only transmitter angle results in a significant effect
(p-value< 0.0001) for transmitter angle and transmitter angle is found to explain 64.7% of the variation
observed in lndiffPA (R2 = 0.6468, RMSE = 1.4624).
4. Discussion
The physical constraints in structures did not always allow optimal SHM configuration for
monitoring, especially in hot spot monitoring. Knowing how alternation in the SHM configuration
would affect the response was paramount to collecting and detecting quality data from which to
determine whether structural cracks were forming, especially for critical structures and components.
The factorial design that was utilized here was able to determine, among the SHM configuration
settings, which factors were the most sensitive and produced the largest variation in the calculated
damage index. By conducting these results in the simulation environment, we could save substantial
costs and better inform subsequent experiments by using real material, which could focus on other
factors. Furthermore, multiple damage indices could be computed and compared in order to determine
which were the most robust to damage detection within the configuration. Later, if there were other
damage indices that were of interest, the simulation data that were collected could be reprocessed
in order to provide the same analysis for the new indices. In this manner, we could always build
upon this data that were collected and reduce the need to re-run experiments, especially in samples,
each time the damage index or other features were changed.
The ability of an SHM system to accurately detect and monitor damage was dependent upon the
modality, physical configuration, damage indices, and features processed from the resulting signals,
as well as other environmental and application specific determinants. We assumed that the application
was a known PWAS in an aluminum plate and initiated the study with an examination of the sensitivity
of various configuration and sensing parameters, as well as potential damage indices computable
from the resultant signals. The choice of values that were given to these parameters during the SHM
design had been, in the past, rather subjective. In this work, we showed that this choice did not need
to be purely subjective; we demonstrated that this choice could be objectively made using the concept
of sensitivity and tested with an appropriate statistical design. This current study used a binary
(low/high) value assignment to each of the six parameters that were examined (namely, transmitter
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angle, receiver angle, frequency of excitation, sensor size, distance between excitation, and damage site
and flaw size). The choice of the values that we assigned to the low and high levels of each of these
factors was based upon many considerations, including the following: (1) physical options of sensor
layout on a realistic riveted lapjoint; (2) our professional experience in designing SHM systems; (3) the
tuning effects between guided waves and PWAS transducers; and (4) the effect of wave attenuation
with distance from the point source as its energy spreads in ever increasing wavefront circles. Although
the values we chose might appear somewhat subjective, we were able to determine major trends with
respect to these effects on the SHM response and clearly demonstrated how such studies, which started
in the simulation environment, might be able to inform subsequent studies.
The results from our analysis provided the researcher with valuable information, prior to tests
in material or real structures, regarding how to best produce a response, as well as which summary
measures (damage indices) of a signal were best suited for the geometry of the proposed SHM.
The transmitter angle had by far the response signal, followed by the frequency and distance between
excitation and the transmitter angle. These were the most critical components of the SHM system that
we examined, and were logical given the geometry and considerations mentioned above, as well as
the damage indices themselves, which were computed as comparisons of the baseline (no damage)
signal to that of the signal in the damage state.
The SHM parameters that were significant for the damage index, based upon the correlation
coefficient, contained no interactions, whereas interactions were present for the sum of the squared
deviations between the baseline and observed signal. The lack of interaction for the correlation
coefficient damage index was reasonable, since the correlation coefficient was scaled by the squared
deviations and was perhaps a more robust measure for the SHM system. These results suggested
that if the hot spot would not allow for a small transmitter angle, we still might have been able
to invoke a larger response by decreasing the distance to the excitation, or, if these configuration
changes were not possible, by exciting at a higher frequency. Similar responses could be achieved if
using the sum of the squared deviations, however, the combined effects of the transmitter angle with
frequency and distance to excitation would have to be taken into account. The difference in the peak
amplitude damage index did not account for differences across the entire signal. Although simple to
compute, its loss of information that was embedded in the rest of the signal was evident in its lower R2
value and the inconsistencies between the full factorial and half-fraction factorial statistical designs.
When considering the use of a sensitive damage index, the difference in the peak amplitude remained
less sensitive than the other indices that were considered.
It was, perhaps, surprising that the flaw size was not significant. However, the lack of sensitivity
with respect to the sensor size had been observed previously [12]. Clearly, the flaw size must have
had some effect, otherwise there would have been no differences between the signals. It was possible
that the range of flaw sizes, and in particular the smallest flaw size, was actually quite large for this
application and therefore could explain why no significant effects were found. In fact, the associated
wavelengths in this material (31.2 mm and 11.3 mm for 200 kHz and 550 kHz frequencies, respectively)
were large in relation to the difference in crack length. Therefore, in relation to the other factors
that we examined, we deduced that, although the system was sensitive to the existence of damage,
it might not have had the sensitivity required to determine the size of the damage in the range that
we examined. We expected that these results would change when smaller flaw sizes were considered.
Finally, with respect to the parameters chosen and their results, we noted that in choosing binary
low/high values, we assumed a linear trend across the values of the various parameters. If it was
thought that these trends might have been be curvilinear, then three (low, medium, and high) or more
values would be important. The statistical designs that include such levels did exist, as described
below. In fact, we intend to address these issues in possible future work.
With respect to the statistical designs, although we focused on a specific factorial design, other
designs did exist. The usefulness of the factorial design was in its ability to save experimental runs and
cost by collapsing the design into half of the runs that were required to consider all of the experimental
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settings. In general, we demonstrated comparable results using only half of the runs in the half-fraction
factorial design and we then demonstrated the efficiency of using such a design. One potential
draw-back of the 2k design was in the inference between the two settings of each parameter. Since we
only used two such settings, we assumed a linear trend across values of each of the various parameters
(see Figure 5 for instance). This assumption might not have held in all design settings. However,
there were other factorial designs, for instance 3k factorial designs, which considered a general high,
medium, and low level for each factor. If it was thought that the response might have been curvilinear
as the value of the parameter increased/decreased, then the 3k design could be used to model this
curvilinear trend from low to high. With such designs, the trends in the parameter values could
be examined while still reducing the number of runs that were required (e.g., a half-fraction for the
3k design was possible). Such a reduction in the number of experiments was especially important
considering that a 26 design was 64 experimental runs, but a full 36 design was 729 experimental runs.
It is noteworthy to remark that for the lndiffPA damage index, the normal probability plot in the
half-fraction design was not as clear as is was for the other damage indices, which would be expected
because of its lower sensitivity as a damage index. The plot did pick up, though, on the largest effect
for lndiffPA, that being the transmitter angle. Admittedly, there was no hard and fast rule that stated
that only the large effects that were found on the normal probability plot should have been be used
in the ANOVA setting, as we did here. In general, this approach worked well and had produced,
in both the full factorial and in a reduced design, the main significant effects for each damage index.
However, the ANOVA could be conducted without this first step. In fact, if we fitted the ANOVA
using a model building approach that would remove the non-significant, higher order interactions for
lndiffPA, we found, as a stopping point, that the three-way interaction between the transmitter angle,
receiver angle, and frequency (ABC) was significant for lndiffPA (R2 = 0.78). However, we utilized
the normal probability plots in the spirit of the sparsity of effects principle and in order to establish
appropriate degrees of freedom. As such, from only the half-fraction results, we concluded that if the
damage index lndiffPA was of interest, further work would be needed in order to identify additional
sources of variation—A result that might have also been concluded from the full factorial design,
given the lower comparative R2 value. In fact, as we conducted the comparison of the damage indices
to determine which were the most sensitive and robust for the SHM system, our conclusion was to
work with either the damage index, based upon the correlation coefficient, or the sum of the squared
deviations, as lndiffPA was much less predictive. This was a conclusion that was determined by the
half-fraction factorial design. Furthermore, an R2 of about 97% was achievable with the correlation
coefficient damage index and no interactions were present, demonstrating that this damage index was
more malleable and robust for this SHM system.
Finally, we did not intend for this work to suggest that the system configuration should be
determined based upon the damage index. Instead, we used different damage indices as a summary
of the response signals, in order to demonstrate their ability to sensitively pick up the change in the
signal, resulting from the presence of a crack, as not all damage indices were able to mathematically
capture the nuances in the signal that were a result from the physics of the configuration and the
damage that was present.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, there is much utility when using the simulation modeling environment to determine
the SHM sensitive factors that must be considered in subsequent experiments. Furthermore, with care
in choosing the statistical design, an efficient and reduced number of experimental runs can provide the
same information as a full experiment containing all of the factor levels that are varied simultaneously.
We have found that the transmitter angle is the most sensitive SHM configuration design setting that
is influential on the SHM response. Furthermore, some damage indices are more sensitive than others.
The correlation coefficient appears to be the most robust as, although it is sensitive to the transmitter
angle, frequency, and distance to excitation, these factors can be varied separately, as the correlation
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coefficient was not sensitive to interactions among these factors as the sum of squared deviations was.
Furthermore, if carefully accounting for these factors, about 97% of the variation in the response can be
explained. The sensor size and flaw sizes considered in this study are not significant and have no large
effect on the response. In addition, choosing a simple damage index, such as the difference in the peak
amplitude, results in a fair amount of variation in the response (about 30%) that is unexplained, which
perhaps makes it the least useful damage index that we examined, producing inconsistent statistical
results, as demonstrated by the full and half-fraction factorial statistical designs.
Finally, the methodologies and framework used in this study have larger implications for effective
design and uncertainty evaluation in the design of structural health monitoring systems. With planning
and care, results from a study such as this can be used to inform a subsequent experiment examining a
secondary set of factors, which would build upon the these results. By reducing the number of data
runs and testing the parameters in simulation environments, where possible, a sequential approach to
quantifying the sensitivity of the SHM system to all observable factors may be constructed, enabling a
cost- and time-efficient approach to the demonstration of the SHM system validation.
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